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Introduction: Ares Vallis is a flat-floored, elongate valley, 1500 km long and 25 km wide. The 
termination of Ares Vallis, located at 28"W and 14"N, exhibits a widening of the valley of 100 km over a 
length of 220 km. The valley floor of lower Ares Vallis is characterized by irregular terraces and by an 
unusual number of parallel ridges and attached hollows, ranging in size from 2 km to 5 km. These ridges 
are up to 20 km long, 1.5 km wide, and on the order of 40 m high. The origin of primary Ares Vallis has 
not been completely resolved. Despite the morphological evidence for a primary flood outflow origin (I), 
several features on the valley floor indicate that other secondary processes may be of considerable 
importance for explaining the extent valley morphology. 

Background. 
Thermokarst usually occurs in periglacial alluvial plains or in glaciofluvial outwash plains (2,3). In the 
alluvial plains of Siberia, the thawing of ice-rich permafrost often involves the formation of flat floor and 
steep sided depressions called alases. Glacial thermokarst involves the formation of kettles which 
generally do not exceed one kilometer length and are often associated to the presence of moraine ridges. 
Thermokarst on Mars was first described by Sharp (4) and Anderson et al. (5). Glaciation on Mars has 
been suggested previously by Lucchitta (6,7) and by Kargel and Strom (8). The linear ridges might be 
exhumed clastic dikes (9), fluvial bars (10) or glacial eskers (1 1). Kargel and Strom (1 1) described 
possible glacial thermokarst in Argyre. More recently, Costard and Kargel (12) showed the close 
connection that exists between the terminations of outflow channels and thermokarst. On Mars, it is still 
debatable whether these hollows reflect fluvial thermokarst processes or are more directly associated with 
a glacial origin. In order to explain the morphology of Ares Vallis termination, these two main types of 
thermokarst processes are compared in this study. A combination of the two models (fluvial and glacial) is 
also very likely as an explanation. 

A glacial thermokarst hypothesis (figure 1). 
A kettle analog for the Martian pits is an attractive possibility. The kettle hypothesis implies the presence 
of ice blocks which have melted to form a hollow. In that alternative, the sinuous ridges can be interpreted 
as eskers, which result from meltwater drainage. In such a case, the terraces are interpreted as kames. 
Numerous lineaments might have controlled the rectilinear pattern observed for some terraces and ridges. 
Despite this partial ressemblance with terrestrial eskers, the absence of associated glacial type landforms, 
such as terminal moraines, or pressure ridges on the valley floor, poses problems. According to Lucchitta 
(6), this absence is-also observed in Antarctica where the moraines disappear under the sea. Applied to 
Mars, this relationship would be consistent with a large body of water at the mouth of Ares (13,14). 
The hypothetical glacial thermokarst evolution of the Ares floodplain includes three main stages of 
development. The first corresponds to a glacial phase. The second involves subsequent subglacial 
meltwater with the development of eskers along the faults or fractures of the ices. The third stage involves 
the development of a proglacial lacustrine plain with intense thawing of ice blocks and subsequent 
thermokarst formation (kettle holes). 

A fluvial thermokarst hypothesis (figure 2). 
The regional widening of Ares Valles implies a decrease of the flow surface velocity which facilitates the 
formation of an alluvial accumulation plain. During a fluvial outburst, or a discharge variation, the water 
overflows the outwash plain by spreading an important volume of sediments. In cold climate conditions, 
fluvial sediments are commonly associated with ice-rich permafrost. During a warmer climate episode or 
by means of a geothermal heating, melting or sublimation of the ice produces extensive alas 
developments. The individual alases, by slope recession, coalesce to form an alas valley (15). Some 
rectilinear patterns perpendicular to the direction of the valley might be attributed to dikes. These faults or 
fractures corresponds to the widening and trough formation at the Ares Vallis termination. This hypotheisis 
is in agreement with the occurence of pondings in Chryse basin channels (16). The ponding hypothesis 
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may also explain the deposition of thick volatile rich sediments and the preferential occurence of 
thermokarst in that area. Climatic change associated with the massive outburst flooding and associated 
northern plains formation (1 7) may explain the warning necessary to generate the thermokarst. 
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Figure 1 : Glacial therrnokarst evolution of Ares Vallis: Figure 2: Fluvial therrnokarst evolution of Ares Vallis: 
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